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for converting coffee into theorems (new ideas/cool
software & projects)1.

◮ Coffee consumption can increase calcium excretion.2

→ Adding milk to coffee can compensate this.
◮ pH of coffee ≈ 5

→ Adding milk to coffee increases pH → better taste.

Milk is very important!
No milk → less coffee → less productivity → economic crisis

→ apocalypse
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◮ Nowadays many office environments offer small tea
kitchens for their employees, where coffee can be cooked
and the milk is stored in a refrigerator.
→ Usually the milk is accessible for everybody.

◮ From subjective experiences there seems to be a milk
drain in these environments.
→ Who steals the milk? And why? And how?

◮ Fundamental research is still missing.
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dxmilk(t)

dt
= rlegal + rillegal (1)

Assumptions:
◮ legal consumption rlegal is constant over time
◮ illegal consumption rate rillegal depends on

◮ number of available milk packages in the fridge nmilk

◮ amount of milk xmilk(t) in the package (psychological
effect)

◮ number of people npeople using the tea kitchen
◮ quality of the milk q, e.g. fresh milk, UHT milk, Bio

milk, expensive looking, cheap looking, ...
◮ time since opening (age) ta
◮ with/without name label l
◮ social system s (e.g. communism, socialism, capitalism)

rillegal = rillegal(nmilk, xmilk, npeople, q, ta, l , s) (2)
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◮ nmilk: counting
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◮ q, l , s: factors which have to be determined from
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etc.

→ kind of observer is needed to determine amount of people
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Modeling the milk consumption
Summary:

dxmilk(t)

dt
=rlegal + rillegal(nmilk, xmilk, npeople) (6)

dxenergy

dt
=kenergy npeople (7)

dxsugar

dt
=ksugar npeople (8)

with

rlegal =klegal H
∗(xmilk) (9)

rillegal =killegal
1

nmilk

npeople fpsych(xmilk)H
∗(xmilk) (10)

where

H
∗(xmilk) =

{

0 : xmilk ≤ 0

1 : xmilk > 0
(11)
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Hypothesis 2: constant milk snitching
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Modeling the milk consumption

Hypothesis 1: e.g. quadratic dependency
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(Alternative: Gaussian distribution or something similar.)
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First results

Energy and sugar consumption are almost constant:
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First results

Data sets with legal and illegal consumption:
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Data set with only illegal consumption:
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We need your help!

◮ We need more data sets! If you like to support us, please
analyze your office environment.

◮ We need a DCFDO (device for counting fridge door
openings). Can you solder? Are you familiar with
electronics?

◮ You disagree with our model assumption? Better ideas?

◮ Anything else?

Then please contact me: email@andrefranz.de
Or find me somewhere at the camp side, probably at
LeiwandVille.
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Future work

◮ Generate more experimental data. Can you help us?

◮ Implement more alternatives for fpsych (model candidates).

◮ Use model discrimination techniques to falsify/exclude
model candidates.

◮ Evaluate influence of remaining parameters q, l and s.

◮ etc.



Thanks for your attention!
For questions, feedback, ideas, help ... please contact
email@andrefranz.de
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